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Abstract

A well-trained neural network is very accurate when classifying data into different categories. However, a malicious adversary can fool a neural network through tiny changes to the data, called perturbations, that would not even be detectable to a human. This makes neural networks vulnerable to influence by an attacker. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have been developed as one possible solution to this problem [1]. A GAN consists of two neural networks, a generator and a discriminator. The discriminator tries to learn how to classify data into categories. The generator stands in for the attacker and tries to discover the best way to cause the discriminator to make wrong classifications through perturbing the input. Our work improves on this method through the application of Bayesian games to model multiple generators and discriminators rather than one of each. Through training against multiple types of input perturbation, the discriminators will improve their classification of adversarial samples.

Objectives

- Defend against an adversary who is trying to fool a neural network
- Make existing techniques more flexible and robust
- Effective perturbation of text email for use by the generator to fool the discriminator
- Accurate classification of text email, both perturbed and unperturbed, into spam vs non-spam

Existing Approaches/Limitations

- Generative Adversarial Networks improve the discriminator’s ability to defend against an attacker, with the limitation that they can only defend against an attacker similar to the generator they trained against
- Most Generative Adversarial Networks work with images, while ours works with text. A limitation of perturbing text is that while an image can be slightly modified and still look like an image, slightly modified text may become nonsensical [3]
- Bayesian games have been applied to adversarial learning [4]
- Most research on text-based GANs focuses on generating meaningful text, not on defending against adversarial text.

Proposed Approach

- There will be multiple generators and discriminators as opposed to one of each
- The discriminators will become more flexible in their defense by defending against different generators who will use different perturbation methods to fool the discriminator
- Bayesian games will be used to model this interaction and find an optimal strategy for improving the discriminator’s classification.
- Use Word2Vec algorithm to convert words to numerical vectors so they can be perturbed without using any nonsense words [5]

Research Plan

- Implementation
  - Existing libraries for Word2Vec and neural networks
  - HCC’s Crane supercomputer
- Testing
  - Classify spam email vs non spam
  - Discriminators will be matched against multiple generators
- Data to collect
  - Accuracy of classification
  - Compare accuracy with other text GAN methods
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